The Worker Institute Fall 2015 research teams

How do Unions’ Administrative Policies Impact Organizational Outcomes?
Faculty and research professionals: Rachel Aleks, assistant professor of labor relations
Undergraduate and MILR students: Krassimira Hernandez ‘16; Damian O’Sullivan ‘17

Young Workers & The Labor Movement
Faculty and research professionals: Joe Alvarez, instructor; Sally Alvarez, director of Labor Programs; Maite Tapia Ph.D. ‘13; Lowell Turner, professor of International and Comparative Labor and director of The Worker Institute
Undergraduate and MILR students: Lisa Leibfried ‘16; Breanna Ross ‘17; Paul Ahrens MILR ‘17

Our Complements to the Nurses: The Impact of Bargaining Structures on Bargaining Outcomes for Hospital Workers in New York State
Faculty and research professionals: Adam Litwin, associate professor of labor relations
Undergraduate and MILR students: Tommy Slabowski ‘16

Unions and Inequality: An Analysis of First and Second Collective Bargaining Gains
Faculty and research professionals: Kate Bronfenbrenner, director of labor education research
Undergraduate and MILR students: Chris Alter ’16; Mellissa Chang ’17; Adam Davis ’18; Maha Ghandour ’17; Ben Hollander ’16; Alex Klein ’18; Michael Mintz ’17; Zane Mokhiber ’16; Jack Nobel ’17

“Men at Work” (and Family): Caregiving Responsibilities Among the Working Class
Faculty and research professionals: Ileen DeVault, professor of labor history; Beth Livingston, assistant professor of human resource studies; KC Wagner, director of workplace issues; Sharon Sassler, professor of policy analysis and management
Undergraduate and MILR students: Julia Krupski ’17; Juan Guevara MILR ’17

Who Funds Worker Centers?
Faculty and research professionals: Kate Griffith, associate professor of labor and employment law
Undergraduate and MILR students: Jonathan Kim ’17; Zane Mokhiber ’17
Immigrant Workers Website: A Resource Portal for Organizing Immigrant Workers
Faculty and research professionals: Lowell Turner, professor of international and comparative labor and director of The Worker Institute; Prerna Sampat, manager of communications and website at The Worker Institute; Shannon Gleeson, associate professor of labor relations; Maria Figueroa, director of labor and industry research
Undergraduate and MILR students: Kelly McClure ’16; Zakiya Williams Wells ’17

Race, Gender, Class & Organizing
Faculty and research professionals: Kate Bronfenbrenner, director of labor education research
Undergraduate and MILR students: Michael Iadevaia ’16

Labor Leading on Climate
Faculty and research professionals: Lara Skinner, associate director of The Worker Institute; Alex Colvin, professor of conflict resolution
Undergraduate and MILR students: Alex Chakrin ’17

How Does Immigration Status Affect Legal Mobilization and Labor Outcomes?
Faculty and research professionals: Shannon Gleeson, associate professor of labor relations; Kate Griffith, associate professor of labor and employment law
Undergraduate and MILR students: Alexa Salazar ’16; Juan Guevara MILR ’17

Labor Roundtable
Faculty and research professionals: Rachel Aleks, assistant professor of labor relations; Kate Bronfenbrenner, director of labor education research
Undergraduate and MILR students: Allison Consodine ’17; Michael Ferrer ’16

A Multi-industry Study of Hours and Scheduling Issues for Low-Wage Workers
Faculty and research professionals: Maria Figueroa, director of labor and industry research; Shannon Gleeson, associate professor of labor relations; Kate Griffith, associate professor of labor and employment law
Undergraduate and MILR students: Gideon Teitel ’17

Navigating the Bureaucracy, Searching for Justice: The Promise and Failure of Workplace Protections in the United States
Faculty and research professionals: Shannon Gleeson, associate professor of labor relations
Undergraduate and MILR students: Albaro Tutasig ’17